Stereotaxis: A New Approach for Treating Highly Tortuous and Angulated Coronary Lesions After Conventional Techniques Have Failed

To the Editor:

Although it is an exception, extreme tortuosity of proximal coronary vessels may make it impossible to access the lesion to be treated during percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI). Recently, PCI treatment has seen the addition of a magnetic field-based navigation system (MNS) called Stereotaxis® (St. Louis, Missouri, United States) that allows us to control the guidewire’s direction and its navigation through the coronary vessels; it also incorporates software called Navigant™ that permits us to create 3D reconstructions of the vessels to be treated. It can also integrate images taken with coronary angiotomography in order to use that information to control the guidewire’s course through the coronary vessels.1 This system has been used with good results in arrhythmia ablations2 and in the field of neurosurgery.3 This technique is currently being...
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investigated in the field of PCI for treating cases with complex coronary lesions, tortuous vessels, chronic total occlusions, to reduce procedure times, radiology exposure, and use of contrast,\textsuperscript{1,4} although its potential benefits are yet to be determined. There are few centres with experience in this field in Europe, and virtually no such experience in Spain.

We present the case of a 60-year-old female patient with hypertension and high cholesterol who was admitted with a diagnosis of non-ST segment elevation acute coronary syndrome. The coronary angiogram performed in the centre that referred her showed a severely diseased descending anterior artery (LAD) and the circumflex artery (CX); the ventriculography showed a slightly depressed systolic function with slight anterolateral hypokinesia. PCI was performed on the LAD with the implantation of a drug-eluting stent and PCI was attempted on the CX in a procedure more than 2 h long, using 200 mL of contrast. It was not possible to advance the guidewire despite making multiple attempts (changing to a guide wire with more support, using various BMW, Choice PT floppy, Whisper, Magnum, Pilot 50 and 150 guidewires to aid with the Venture microcatheter and catheter) due to the extreme angles and tortuosity of the proximal CX segment. The patient was referred to our division to undergo PCI with stereotaxis. First, a 3D reconstruction of the left coronary trunk (LCT) and the CX using Naviview software (Figure 1) using previous angiographic images was carried out. Next, with the Stereotaxis Niobe MNS, we used 2-dimensional navigation (Figure 2A) to advance a specialized magnetic navigation guidewire with a 3 mm curve (made by Titan Soft support) up to the distal segment of the CX in 6 min, using 10 mL of contrast. We then implanted the drug-eluting stent successfully (Figure 2B). The patient was discharged with no complications.

This case illustrates the usefulness of MNS as a new alternative to facilitate treatment of patients with complex coronary lesions with extreme angles and tortuosity through which it has been impossible to pass a guidewire using conventional techniques.
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Unidad de Hemodinámica, Hospital Clínico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain.
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional reconstruction of the left coronary trunk and the circumflex artery.

Figure 2. A: two-dimensional navigation showing the vector direction of the stereotaxis guidewire. B: coronaryography showing the angles and tortuosity of the left coronary trunk of the circumflex artery, and the final result of the percutaneous coronary intervention.
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To the Editor:

We present the case of a male patient aged 74 years, who came to our hospital’s emergency room due to presenting intense central chest pain while exercising, which then descended caudally. He was a former smoker who had quit 5 years earlier, and had no other cardiovascular risk factors.

As pulmonary thromboembolism was initially suspected, we performed a thoracic computerised tomography (CT) angiography which ruled out pulmonary thromboembolism; however, there were findings compatible with a penetrating atherosclerotic ulcer in the descending thoracic aorta at D9 level with an intramural haematoma extending throughout the entire descending aorta. When this diagnosis was made, our division was contacted and the patient was accepted for correction of the condition (Figure 1).

Under general anaesthesia and with a drain for cephalorachidian liquid in place, a Gore TAG 35/15 aortic endoprosthesis was implanted through the right femoral artery, with a good radiological result.

Subsequent progress in the ICU was very good, with a certain tendency toward arterial hypertension which was resolved with a solinitrine (nitroglycerin) perfusion.

Ten days after being admitted, the patient was discharged; he was asymptomatic and without complications.

Two months later, an examination done by our division found the patient to be asymptomatic. A routine CT showed the endoprosthesis positioned correctly and absence of intramural haematoma due to reabsorption (Figure 2).

Penetrating aortic ulcers typically occur in the thoracic aorta, and primarily in elderly patients. They occur fundamentally in aortas that are significantly affected by atherosclerosis, this condition, in conjunction with advanced age, weakens the aortic wall, which facilitates the process. Furthermore, the condition is related to a higher incidence rate of secondary complications, such as intramural haematoma, dissection, the formation of aneurisms or pseudoaneurisms, or acute aortic rupture.

The natural history of this disease, and therefore, its treatment algorithm are still being debated. There are data to support the idea that the penetrating aortic ulcer is extremely malignant, which calls for more aggressive treatment given the high risk of fatal complications that it presents. Other institutions...